Asian American Fiction and Nonfiction

Fiction

Alvin Ho and Ruby Lu series (Look) *chapter books*
Anna Wang series (Cheng) *chapter books*
Auntie Yang’s Great Soybean Picnic (Lo)
The Bicycle Man (Say)
Big Red Lollipop (Khan)
Chachaji’s Cup (Krishnaswami)
Clara Lee and the Apple Pie Dream (Han) *chapter book*
Crouching Tiger (Compestine)
Dear Juno (Pak)
Dia’s Story Cloth (Cha)
A Different Pond (Phi)
The Gold-Threaded Dress (Marsden) *chapter book*
The Happiest Tree: A Yoga Story (Krishnaswami)
Henry’s First Moon Birthday (Look)
Jasmine Toguchi, Mochi Queen (Florence) *chapter book*
Lowji Discovers America (Fleming) *chapter book*
Mahjong All Day Long (Lo)
Monsoon (Krishnaswami)
Rickshaw Girl and Tiger Boy (Perkins) *chapter books*
Round Is a Mooncake (Thong)
Silly Chicken (Khan)
Stranger in the Mirror (Say)
Tree of Cranes (Say)
Tua and the Elephant (Harris) *chapter book*
Uncle Peter’s Amazing Chinese Wedding (Look)
The Whispering Cloth (Shea)
Year of the Dog series (Lin) *chapter books*
Yoko books (Wells)

Folklore

The Dancing Pig (Sierra)
The Empty Pot (Demi)
Grandmother Crocodile (Sierra)
The Green Frogs (Heo)
Lon Po Po (Young)
The Magic Spring (Rhee)
The Magical Monkey King (Jiang)
The Man Who Tricked a Ghost (Yep)
The Rabbit’s Escape (Han)
Tasty Baby Belly Buttons (Sierra)
The Terrible Eek (Compton)
Two of Everything (Hong)
Yoshi’s Feast (Kajikawa)

Nonfiction

Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix (Martin)
The East-West House: Noguchi’s Childhood in Japan (Hale)
El Chino (Say)
Grandfather Gandhi (Gandhi)
Hokusai: The Man Who Painted a Mountain (Ray)
Maya Lin: Artist: Architect of Light and Lines (Harvey)
Mountain Chef: How One Man Lost His Groceries, Changed His Plan, and Helped Cook Up the National Park Service (Pimentel)
The Secret Kingdom: Nek Chand, a Changing India, and a Hidden World of Art (Rosenstock)
Sky High: The Story of Maggie Gee (Moss)